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This chapbook contains poems written by participants in the Voices Israel workshop on 

Metrical Poetry, held via Zoom on December 29th, 2020.  

 

The presenter was Voices Israel President, Judy Koren. 

 

The workshop included two related presentations, each followed by poetry-writing 

exercises: 

1. The Metrical Menagerie: trochees, anapests and other poetical pets:  

(The basics of metre; accentual versus syllabic verse; types of metre). 

Exercise 1: choose an object in the room and describe it in response to 

the questions asked. If no object is suitable, describe a remembered 

person or scene.  

 

Exercise 2: Using the information gathered in Exercise 1: write a poem 

about it, in one of the metres described. 

 

2. Variations on a Theme: How to get your metre out of its rut:  

(Which type of metre suits which subject? “Tricks of the trade” to 

avoid lulling your readers to sleep). 

     

Exercise 3: either put some “tricks of the trade” into the poem you 

wrote before; or rewrite it (or write a new one) in accentual verse; or 

[re]write it with two or three lines in each metre successively. 

 

The poems in this chapbook are edited/polished versions of the first drafts produced 

during the workshop. They are arranged in order of poets’ names, with an indication, 

where given, of the exercise for which it was written. 
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Participants: Twenty-four Voices members and one non-member attended the 

workshop; eighteen of them provided poems for the chapbook.  Asked to get out of their 

comfort zone and write a type of poetry that many had not tried before, they rose 

valiantly to the occasion; some responded brilliantly, and a few proved to be born 

metrical poets. Our thanks to all of you! 

 

 

Illustrations: many of the participants provided pictures of the object about which they 

wrote the poem, and these have been included together with the poems. 

 

 

Workshop Organization: many thanks to our indefatigable secretary, Linda Suchy, for 

handling the announcements, registration, and other administrative details for this 

workshop. 

 

 

Technical help: thanks also to our Membership Coordinator, Yochanan Zaqantov, for 

technical help with the Zoom session, and for providing the online post-workshop 

evaluation form and analyzing feedback. 

 

 

© Copyright 2021—copyright for individual poems belongs to the author of each poem. 

Copyright for this chapbook belongs to Voices Israel Group of Poets in English. All rights 

reserved. 

 

 

Publication note: This chapbook has not been published, it is privately distributed to 

participants only. 
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Donna Bechar 

 

Pitcher      (accentual verse, for ex. 3). 

 

The pitcher stands on black-lacquered wood 

Terracotta coolness, vitreous and proud 

Painted cherries, red and bound 

With sweet leaves of forest green 

The yellow stripes behind them cheer 

Like sun-filled days of summer’s laze 

 

Its homey feel; its cozy couth 

Remembers in my hand its youth 

With wheel and wily coaxing charm 

I hewed it, glazed it, forged its yarn 

 

Now it stands on a gold straw mat 

A centerpiece adorning dining nook 

Its sepia-skin reminds of mother earth 

The cherries craft a life of mirth 

 

Its spout pours no pink lemonade 

Its belly holds no flower bouquet 

It contains nothing, but serenity and air 

Of hope-scoped days and meadows fair. 
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Susan Bell 

 

Ruler       (metrical poem, for exercise 2) 

 

This ruler so straight I love it so 

Composed of woods just fourteen in all 

It's smooth to touch not warm not cold 

One side is inches, the other is metric 

It smells of school days, classrooms and uniforms 

No ruler today can compare to this 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Church Bay      (metrical with variations: for Exercise 3) 

 

Church Bay my dream and childhood memories 

The smell of the gums and the coarse sandy beach 

I left but my daughter returned there to live 

While I stick it out in this upheavelled land 

I chose to live here in a home for the Jews 

A place to feel safe never chased or rejected 

Growing old here I feel 

Everything has changed, we and the land 

Will never be the same. 
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Ann Bar-Dov 

 

The Thermos Speaks     (accentual verse, for Exercise 3). 

 

Silver, crowned with a black cap 

I stand alone atop her desk 

just like a soldier on parade 

apart from fellows.  I'm not plastic. 

I'm designed for long-term use.   

Fantastic! 

 

I come apart, and split again. 

Six pieces are my heart and hide. 

First five, the pieces of my cap, 

the sixth, the mouth that gaping wide 

accepts its due of dew inside. 

 

I've been to concerts, movies, bars,   

am ready for an evening of t.v., go 

shopping, hiking, travel all around 

the city, country – all the same to me. 

 

It's been two years since I was bought, 

two years of plastic bottles saved, 

two years of icy drinks in summer, 

two of tea in winter's chill. 

 

I am a thermos, and that's all, 

bought with a coupon in a fancy store 

for way beyond a budget price, but 

I have since well proved my worth. 

 

Expensive here defeats the cheap 

and my owner can well sleep 

the calm repose of one who knows 

that she has helped our Earth survive. 
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Yonnah Ben Levy 

 

The Menorah in the Room   (for Exercise 3) 

 

 

I light the candles in the evening’s dusk 

With joy for what God has done for us 

 

Seven branches forged stand in a row 

Crowned in beauty with apples of gold 

 

The number seven, perfection I’m told 

Lit for those I long to hold 

 

Each candle I light I remind myself 

Gives off an offering while burning bright 

 

May we who bring our thoughts  this night 

Burn with the warmth of transforming light 
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Chaim Bezalel 

 

At Rachel’s Tomb     (metrical poem for Exercise 2) 

 

From where I sit I can hardly see 

The painting hanging over me 

In its gilded frame, the key 

To thirty years of felicity. 

 

We went to Rachel's tomb that day 

Where barren women go to pray. 

Hope for your future, the prophet did say. 

Take my picture, as I looked her way. 

 

She was standing there before the tomb 

No more children would enter her womb 

And I didn't know I would be a groom 

Before that day ended on Tishre's new moon. 

 

 

 

The Business of Poetry    (accentual verse, for Exercise 3) 

 

Worrying too much about technique 

Is like trying to run while watching your feet. 

Natural speech is poetry. 

Speak from the heart unencumbered and free. 

 

It was more than twenty years ago 

I attended a book fair, row after row. 

I asked a poet, how's business. He sniffed, 

“Poetry's not a business; it's a gift. 
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Wendy Blumfield 

 

The Lamp      (for Exercise 2) 

 

I searched the streets for a pretty lamp 

To light my desk when I write my prose 

Amid the old shops of the shabby town 

My lamp stood alone in a dusty glass case 

 

The pedestal firm, an insignificant grey 

The shade translucent beauty to behold 

Delicate white flowers on a pale green base 

So smooth, so soft, like silk to the touch 

 

On dark days of winter it lights up my desk 

Unlit it still glows when few stars light the sky 

I fear it may break, for where will I find 

Such a lamp in old shops of the shabby old town 
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Michele Bustin 

 

Family in a Frame      (metrical poem, for Exercise 2) 

 

Their glowing faces shine through clean clear glass 

in flat plain frame that I so often pass 

with wonder of them drawing me right in, 

not believing that they are all my kin. 

hree generations haphazardly stand 

or sit, at a moment wholly unplanned. 

Here a smiling baby, there a proud mum, 

right a shy teenager , chewing some gum, 

left , a small impish boy pulling a face 

just behind his sister smiling with grace. 

And you and I side by side flushed with joy 

thinking of when we were just girl and boy. 
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Luiza Carol 

 

Blue Book     (metrical, for Exercise 2: a limerick) 

 

There is a blue book on my table 

that seems to be always unstable. 

It falls on the floor, 

it bumps at the door 

and does make my mood so unstable. 

 

 

 

Metrical Menagerie                   (for Exercise 3: each couplet in a different metre) 

 
I have two little happy lambs 

that eat my poems with iambs. 

 

Look! My tiny busy bees 

eat my poems with trochees. 

 

Here are my sweet little tyranodactyls. 

They must be fed on my funniest dactyls. 

 

Amphibians coming from Jabberbrachs 

are eager to eat all my amphibrachs.  

 

Little roosters with sumptuous crests 

ask for poems with sweet anapests. 

      (plus a coda adapted from a previous poem) 

I love the various voices of my poetical pets, 

lyrical, epical or dramatical, 

rhymed or unrhymed, with or without alliteration... 

But most of all I like to open the cages 

of all those two-footed or three-footed dear creatures, 

to let them run free and barefooted 

in the morning dew … 
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Linda Goldberg 

 

SUNNY      (metrical, for Exercise 2) 

 

Her smile her name her voice rings out. 

Behind my mirror she calls out.  

She’s in my head and on the page 

Picture perfect shows her pout.  

 

On the wall Sunny laughs and knows 

She hopes her voice still tolls. 

I swallow each and every rage. 

Words on paper tell the show.  

 

Middle child unloved from birth  

She passed it on for its worth. 

My strength is written on this page. 

Sit and write while here on earth.    

 

In this poem Sunny’s voice is clear 

You’re not worthy even here. 

I forgive her for her fate. 

I forgive her for our fate. 
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Marlene Goldberg 

 

All I Got Was This Postcard   (metrical with variations, for Exercise 3) 

 

didn’t go boating 

didn’t go swimming 

hardly stepped out of the car 

the blue sky - so inviting 

the blue sea - so enticing 

but our schedule - so restricting 

gotta be in time for *Shabbat. (*Shabbat= Sabbath) 

Then we spotted an Inn 

nearby we saw a big sign: 

Plane and Chopper Rides – Inquire Within 

the place recommended by the truckers we’d met at the Inn. 

On board 

no longer bored 

what a smorgasbord 

of playful dolphins 

turtles and sharks 

under the glassy placid sea 

far as the eye could see 

made the trip totally worth it 

postcard memory 

fun in the sun 

after a long 6 hour drive 

gas tank nearly empty 

as the sun was almost setting  

when we finally arrived 

in time for lichte benchin*. Thank G-d! (*candle lighting) 
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Deborah Golden 

 

Reminder      (metrical, for Exercise 2) 

 

Behold a little statuette - 

she clasps her face in deep despair, 

what does she see, what does she know 

she cannot tell, she does not dare 

her skin is pale, enamel hard 

a paper weight, a knock on wood 

Cherished little statuette - a gift 

from one who loves me so, 

and in this time of far apart 

I hold her in my palm, my heart 
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Phyllsie Gross 

 

Dactyl Plus One (for Exercise 1: dactylic trimeter + stressed syllable at end of lines) 

 

longing for family gatherings now 

mystical wanderings fruitfully found 

laughter and tea parties, poetry read 

hugging and silliness also abound 

 

courage in dutiful principles she 

steadfastly serving us memories past 

uniformed symbol of all we held dear 

answering others whatever is asked 

 

 

 

Accentual Poem: Four Beats and a Toy 

 

the teddy bear perched on the window sill 

all orangey, smiling he sits oh so still 

he tells me he loves me and promises much 

he’s furry and soft and he’s lovely to clutch 

 

oh hey oh my little one cuddly thing 

smooth out my life with a magical ping 

erase all my pains and away let them fling 

 

tell all the other toys gathering round 

flicker with smiles and chase all that’s frowned 
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Avril Meallem 

 

My Little Mouse    (basically iambic tetrameter: Exercise 2) 

 

My little mouse I love you so 

your colour blue my favourite, oh 

the black below my fingers grip 

never allowing you to slip. 

 

What would my life without you be? 

No wired connections, you’re totally free 

to gracefully slide from here to there 

as if in the world you had no care. 

 

You connect my thoughts and computer screen 

in joyous harmony with my keyboard green, 

but then, oh no, there’s trouble brewing, 

your pointer no longer am I viewing. 

 

I open your belly, the battery is dead: 

this is something I always dread. 

A spare one have I not yet bought 

I had never even given it one thought. 

 

This poem now has to must be set aside 

oh what will Judy say! shall I hide? 

But memory jogs, yes I have a spare  

so up I get from my comfortable chair. 

 

I search and search then sigh of relief:  

it’s in the fridge, that’s beyond belief! 

oh dear me, I must be getting old 

and the mouse to hold now just too cold. 

 

Time is up I hear Judy say, 

stop now typing, call it a day. 

So there it is: a poem half written 

instead I will go and feed my kitten. 
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Rumi Morkin  (pen name of Miriam Webber) 

 

To my lamp – an appreciation  (anapestic tetrameter: for Exercise 2) 

 

When I sat down just now before starting to write 

you were looking so lonely and even uptight 

in your comf'table corner to left of my screen, 

perhaps you were wondering where I have been? 

 

Awake now, aroused from your LED-slumber dreams 

your eye, purple lidded, efficiently beams; 

a dependable friend and a sure guarantee 

that you'll constantly shine out and help me to see 

 

the page that I'm working on, perfectly clear, 

you're a true guiding light (from IKEA, last year)  

you don't move, you don't speak, and nor do you smell 

but inside, you have feelings – I know, I can tell. 

 

 Your dumpy grey stalk on a circular base 

aesthetic, compact, takes up so little space; 

the line-switch clicks on to provide you with power 

in synch we sit working for hour after hour. 

 

You watch me, unblinking, content, at my side 

as I work in the comforting light you provide, 

in true symbiosis we pledge to agree: 

I'll care for you, always, as you care for me. 
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Channah Moshe 

 

Orchids  (more free verse than metrical but a lovely poem nonetheless) 

 

Stems of expectant hope 

sprout slowly 

between leaves 

then overnight 

reveal spectacular petals 

  

Long air roots 

inhale my admiration 

that budded 

decades back 

when my father purchased 

one sprig of orchid 

at an exorbitant price 

to catalyze 

my convalescence 

 

Majestic plants 

adorn my nightstand 

when I awake 

it is to their beauty 
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Susan Olsburgh 

 

Napkin      (iambic tetrameter: for Exercise 2) 

 

Too beautiful to throw away, 

I kept the hardly used napkin, 

took it home and let its fresh charm 

remain with me long after the 

celebratory lunch ended. 

 

The still bright strawberry design, 

with its bold border of gingham, 

its almost velvet fabric feel 

reminded me of summers past, 

Wimbledon and strawberry teas. 
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Susan Rosenberg 

 

On My Desk    (iambic tetrameter: for Exercise 2)  

 

A wooden box  of unanswered mail 

Reminds me that I badly fail 

Its toppling piles are far from neat 

Show efforts that are incomplete 

ideas I badly want to say 

I don’t permit them thrown away 

its smell of ink and paper’s dust 

Is not at all the way it must 

This messy scene is asking whether 

I’ll ever get my act together. 
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Naomi Yalin 

 

Just Perfect      (metrical; for Exercise 2) 

 

A silk painting on my wall is hung 

A hundred years and more it has survived 

My mother-in-law's work in another age 

In a land long gone and disappeared 

Red roses, white lilies and dull green leaves 

Flat and static, no hint of a breeze, 

Staid and fixed with perfect hues 

By an elegant Czech lady who paints by the rules 

A silent lady who rarely spoke or complained 

Of those days when she was expected to paint 

And I think of those ladies so disciplined and quiet 

Who painted by convention and not for delight. 
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Yochanan Zaqantov 

 

I am Yours       (metrical: for Exercise 2) 

 

Alone in the corner here I rest 

 longing for you put me to test 

My brother was your brother’s formerly 

 they were friends as we are currently 

Hours long we played and sang 

 remember days warmly like auld lang syne 

Sunburst is the coloring of my skin 

 glossy I am when polish rubs in 

My strings long for your strumming 

 with either singing or humming 

Playing by sheet or simply by ear 

 enjoyed by friends who hear 

Let’s play, play, play till content 

 please sing, sing, sing till spent 

I am yours and you are mine 

 after all we have the time.

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 
 

 


